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Over the years i have run into numerous talented artists from different styles, 

backgrounds, and many different parts of the world. i’ve been in the busi-

ness since 1995. it’s something i sincerely love and believe in; i live and 

breathe tattooing. it’s brought so much to my life and opened my eyes to a 

world that i could never have imagined. it challenges me every day.

my experience in tattooing has led me to see that the tattoo industry is for-

ever evolving, with some incredible talent surfacing each and every day. 

in this issue i will be acting as the guest editor. together, Freshly Inked and 

i collaborated on a project where i handpicked a group of 12 tattooers who 

are on the rise and are advancing the art form. i really believe in each artist 

selected, and in my opinion these are some of the premiere tattooers to look 

out for in the industry today. they have been consistently gaining momentum 

over the years. Some of them have been tattooing for a long period of time, 

have the abilities of a world-class artist, and have been, in a sense, possibly 

undiscovered. Others haven’t been tattooing very long at all, but have man-

aged to rapidly excel at a very high level. these are the types of tattooers 

that shed a positive light on the industry. 
 

With styles ranging from traditional Japanese to american traditional to new 

school and even reaching biomechanics, the artists presented here were 

selected for a specific tattoo genre that i feel they excel most in. it’s amazing 

to see how each artist’s style can be so different, and yet all of them pos-

sess a commonality: they are passionate about what they do. each one is 

creating out of the love for tattooing. it’s something special to see this pro-

cess in the works; it’s authentic. they have a vision, a purpose. 

it’s my pleasure to share this group of gifted tattooers with you, and hope-

fully you’ll have the same enjoyment viewing their tattoos as i do. 

thank you. 
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crispy
lennox
crispytattooer@hotmail.com

London, United Kingdom
Australia (March/April 2013)

What year did you start tattooing? i began 
my apprenticeship in 2006 and started tattoo-
ing full-time in 2007; prior to this i did a little 
bit of “home work.”

How did you get into tattooing? i have 
always drawn from a young age. i was the kid 
who was drawing instead of running around 
playing sports. after leaving school, i was at a 
loss as to where i wanted to take my life, but 
i knew that art in some way was essential. my 
father has a lot of really cool traditional work 
that he started collecting when he was young. 
i think being surrounded by this was the seed 
that began it all. So i bought some equipment 
and haphazardly started working on pigskins 
and eventually moved on to friends and family. 

Where did you apprentice? i was lucky 
enough to apprentice with Paul braniff at Skin 
fX tattoos on the gold Coast, australia. Paul 
was an amazing mentor, and i owe everything 
to him for showing me the ropes.

Do you have any special training? as i 
mentioned earlier, i have always drawn, but it 
just was not quite enough. i took a portfolio to 
see Paul when i was searching for an appren-
ticeship, and he told me exactly how it was. 
So i took his advice, stopped tattooing, and 
began art lessons with an amazing mentor, 
tony Champ. it was with tony’s guidance that 
i learned to draw and gesture correctly, paint 
with acrylics and oils, and generally push my 
artistic skills beyond anything i would have 
done on my own.

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memories? 
i have spent the last two years living in london, 
so i have been fortunate to have access to 
some of the best shows around. the london 
Convention, brighton, tattoo Jam, Copenha-
gen, berlin, brussels, just to mention a few. 
i made it over to las Vegas’s biggest tattoo 
Show on earth in 2011. this was my first trip 
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to the uSa, and i look forward to making it 
over again for some other conventions. the 
Sydney body art expo and Rites of Passage 
in australia have been some of the best, as 
well. for myself, the most enjoyable conven-
tions are the ones i work with good friends. 
the most humbling, though, was the first 
time i worked the london convention with 
mick Squires, who was visiting from austra-
lia. knowing that i was working at the same 
convention as some of the best names in the 
industry is an amazing feeling.

How do you describe your style? the sort 
of work i like to do is a bit of a mix of neotradi-
tional and more illustrative work.

What inspires you as an artist? everything 
around me. tattooers, illustrators, painters, 
sculptors. but some of the biggest inspiration 
comes from the people i work alongside of. 
i love the work of illustrators such as glenn 
arthur and audrey kawasaki. Some classic 

work like bernini and Caravaggio and tattooers 
that i will go into later.

What sets you apart from other artists? i 
don’t think my work is amazingly different from 
anything else, but i like to think that a piece 
done by me, looks like it was done by me. also 
my moustache, ha ha.

What other mediums do you work in? 
i haven’t had the chance over the past few 
months, but i love to work with acrylics and oils. 
i love to work super tight and detailed with acryl-
ics, but if i feel like loosening up a bit, oils it is.

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? by being lucky enough to have clients 
that let me do what i do and evolve my style.

What tattoo artists do you admire most?
too many to list. eckel, uncle allan, Justin 
hartman, matt Shamah, grime, emily Rose 
murray, lars uwe, adrian edek, adam barton, 

Stefan Johnsson, Peter lagergren, adam guy 
hays, Chris dettmer, Seth Wood, Claudia de 
Sabe, Xam. there are just too many artists 
these days who are pushing the industry in 
such an amazing direction.

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? anything i haven’t done before. i 
love to do men or women interacting with ani-
mals. but as long as i get to put my spin on it, i 
love to tattoo anything.

Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? eat well, relax, 
and sit still!

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? i was dying to 
do a sloth for some time, but i managed to do 
one at the brighton tattoo Convention in the 
uk. besides that, i have a bit of an affinity for 
antiques. i’d love to tattoo some old phones, 
sewing machines, or typewriters.
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What year did you start tattooing? i first 
started tattooing in 2002, professionally in a 
shop since 2007.

How did you get into tattooing? growing 
up i was really into the skateboard punk rock 
scene, and many of the guys i looked up to 
were heavily tattooed. i knew i wanted tattoos 
at a young age but never really thought to do 
them myself.

Where did you apprentice? i never had a 
formal apprenticeship, but i did get a lot of 
help from my tattoo artist, Jason medina. i 
started getting tattooed by him at the age of 
18 and would go as often as i could. i would 
watch him like a hawk, trying to pick up any 
little information i could get. luckily, Jason 
took a liking to me and understood that i was 
genuinely interested in learning the trade. he 
then began to give me pointers here and there 
and helped me get my hands on better equip-
ment and supplies. 

Do you have any special training? i never 
had any special art training other than the 
“how to draw” books that my father owned. 
he is an artist himself, so being exposed to that 
at an early age definitely helped open up my 
creative side. in school i was quite the doodler, 
never paying attention in class, just drawing on 
whatever piece of paper i had in front of me. as 
a kid i would even pause our VhS player and 
draw my favorite scenes from movies. 

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are some 
of your best convention memories? i’ve 
been to many conventions—however, i’ve only 
worked a few, such as fresno, Ca, 2007; 
musink, Orange County, 2008; Redding, 2008; 
tattoo hollywood, 2009. i prefer going as an 
attendee so i can support my friends by getting 
tattooed and buying art, books, and supplies. 
i’ve never won any tattoo awards, but i’ve also 
never entered in any competition. doing what i 
love to do every day is an award in itself. my best 
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frankie
caraccioli
kingsavetattoo.com 

Kings Avenue
188 Bowery, Floor 2
New York, NY 10012



convention memory would have to be horitaka’s 
SfO convention in 2010. i was able to meet so 
many influential people in one place. here, i also 
attended Chris Conn’s drawing seminar. i really 
admire his work and it was awesome that he was 
willing to share some of his magic with us.

How do you describe your style? i believe 
that the fundamentals of my tattooing style are 
based on a combination of american and Japa-
nese traditional foundation. i like my tattoos to 
have heavy black shading and lots of details. 
my main focus is making each tattoo powerful, 
dynamic, and flowing with the client’s body.

What inspires you as an artist? Capturing a 
mood and giving a sense of energy to a design 
that was first just a thought in your head—it’s 
just the greatest feeling when you are able to 
accomplish that. being able to create some-
thing out of nothing is what inspires me.

What sets you apart from other artists? i 
don’t make it a point to be different. my hand 
and my mind set me apart from other artists.

What other mediums do you work in? 
When i do make time to paint, i like to work 
with liquid acrylics and ink mainly, but i do 
dabble in acrylics and oils here and there. 

How have you branched out from tat-
tooing? my main focus is tattooing, but i do 
create commissioned pieces and designs for 
clothing companies from time to time.

What tattoo artists do you admire most? 
i am fortunate enough to have both met and 
gotten tattooed by the artists i most admire. 
my biggest tattoo influences are Chris Conn 
and isaac fainkujen. they are both just great 
people on top of being amazing artists. i am 
happy to have the beginnings of a friend-
ship with these two individuals. i owe a lot 
of thanks to them for inspiring me and help-
ing me get to where i am today. i am also 
heavily influenced by ed hardy, tim lehi, 
Juan Puente, grime, Regino gonzales, mike 
Roper, ichibay, Chris O’donnell, grez, mike 
Rubendall, and the entire kings avenue fam-
ily. i am so lucky to get to work alongside my 
tattoo heroes every day, and i want to thank 
all of you that have helped me greatly through 
this journey.

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i really look forward to doing some 
larger work. hopefully i can start some strong 
and progressive back pieces in the near future. 
my mind has a lot of creativity that it would like 
to share with the world.

Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? i tell them to do 
their research and make sure to get their work 
done by an artist that specializes in the style 
they want. also, don’t let the cost of the tattoo 
compromise the quality.

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done yet 
that you are dying to do? i still have yet to 
do a full back piece. accepting appointments 
today, and preferably a battle royal scene.

Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? i have some 
strict rules about placement of tattoos for my 
clients. i don’t want to see them get a highly 
visible tattoo if they don’t have much work. i 
won’t tattoo hands and necks unless you have 
no room to get more work. i feel you need to 
be aware of how judgmental our society still 
is about tattoos. but beyond that, i make sure 
the person’s idea is fitting to them and is not 
so complicated. many clients come to the art-
ist with 50 ideas they want incorporated with 
their tattoo, which leads to a bad design. it 
is always better to simplify the concept and 
focus on the piece as a whole. i don’t do any 
direct/meaningful tattoos anymore. i feel there 
are artists out there that are better suited for 
portraits and personal work.
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josh 
duffy
joshduffytattoo.com

Timeline Gallery
1117 S Pacific Ave
San Pedro, CA 90731
310-833-6900

What year did you start tattooing? i started 
tattooing professionally in October of 2004 at 
a shop called modern ink in inglewood, Ca. 

How did you get into tattooing? my 
friends wanted tattoos and introduced me to 
tattoo magazines, which very quickly fasci-
nated me. i wanted to know more about it and 
eventually i got my first tattoo at the age of 
21. then i was hooked!

Where did you apprentice? i tried very 
hard to get an apprenticeship at many differ-
ent shops. most were unwilling to teach me; 
i even got laughed at when i went into one 
shop to show my portfolio. it seemed like there 
wasn’t anyone who took me seriously as an 
artist, especially traditional tattooers since our 
art styles were so far apart at the time. that 
made me want it even more. With persistence, 
i found a shop that was willing to take me on, 
tattoo mania in hollywood, Ca. i drove to the 
shop one evening around 7 p.m.; the owner 
asked me how badly i wanted to learn. i was 
hungry to start learning and do whatever it took 

to become a tattoo artist, so he said all right, 
and i began to clean tubes and scrub the toilet 
within 10 minutes of meeting him. my appren-
ticeship was old-school, and definitely not 
ideal, but it humbled me and made me realize 
my place. i met with mario Vasquez, owner of 
modern ink. mario was instantly complimentary 
of my art and hired me on the spot. i began 
my second apprenticeship with him, and after 
four days i was asked to do a tattoo just to see 
where my skill level was. upon completion of 
the tattoo, i was taken off apprenticeship and 
put on to part-time tattoo artist/shop bitch. 

Do you have any special training? everyone 
in my family is an artist, and they do it for a 
living. i was around art since i was in diapers, 
learning how to paint and draw at an early 
age. i look up to my mom, as she has artwork 
all over the world, and everything she does is 
flawless. i feel very fortunate that i have had so 
much art in my life, and so much support.

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
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some of your best convention memories? 
i mainly work the u.S. conventions since they 
are closer to home and i don’t feel bad about 
staying for only a few days before heading 
back home. my favorite u.S. shows are hell 
City, detroit, ink-n-iron, and the Paradise tat-
too gathering. i have worked at many conven-
tions across the united States, and in australia 
as well, and have won awards for my work 
many times. i love to win, but at the end of the 
day, awards are just someone’s opinion. 

How do you describe your style? i enjoy 
doing dark black-and-gray, biomechanical 
style stuff in nature with imagery incorporated 
into it. i guess i do realism with a twist; my 
own take on reality. 

What inspires you as an artist? i am 
inspired by horror movies, plant life, people, 
nature, religion, cults, culture, elements, daily 
life, and metal. i feel that everything contrib-
utes to the art that i create, and every experi-
ence influences my mood. inspiration comes 
in many forms.

What sets you apart from other artists? i 
think my work ethic sets me apart. i work long 
hours and as often as i can, and i think it’s 
mainly due to feeling constantly inadequate as 
an artist and the desire to be more than i am 
at the moment.

What other mediums do you work in? i 
love to paint and draw, but i don’t have tons of 
time since tattooing is full-time for me, as well 
as taking care of my family. i hope to become 
a much better painter in the future, and with 
all of the art shows that i have been a part of 
lately, i feel i am progressing. it’s a good feel-
ing. i thoroughly enjoy the freedom to start 
and stop at my leisure, and in tattooing i don’t 
have the ability to do so.

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? i am trying to branch out to start a new 
clothing line with a fellow artist in our industry. 
i also hope to be doing more gallery shows.

What tattoo artists do you admire most? i 
admire all artists in all forms; it would be selfish 

to name only a few since i gather inspiration 
from all of them to make my art the best it can 
be. but the artists that inspired me to start 
tattooing are Paul booth, guy aitchison, aaron 
Cain, and bob tyrrell. and it’s crazy to see that 
mike Rubendall is a guest editor for this issue 
since he too is one of the main inspirations to 
pick up a machine and take it seriously.

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i look forward to tattooing, period. 
as long as i am capable, i am happy to apply 
art to the skin. 

Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? make sure that 
you are well rested and that you have eaten a 
decent meal. Oh, and this is going to hurt you 
more than it hurts me.

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? every day is 
a new experience with clients, and sometimes 
the tattoos i dread doing end up being some 
of my favorite pieces.
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williaM
yoneyaMa
williamyoneyama.com

Third Eye Tattoo
700 Nicholson Street
Fitzroy North 3068
Melbourne, Australia
(03)9486 1333

What year did you start tattooing? i 
started tattooing around ’98; i was living in 
Japan at the time. 

How did you get into tattooing? When i 
got my first tattoo, i started talking to a tat-
tooist and he asked me if i wanted to buy 
some equipment; he said that he was going 
to give me the basic guidance. he didn’t 
teach me anything in the end; i think he 
thought i was going to lose interest in it or 
something. it was a hard start but it was all 
worth it in the end.
 
Where did you apprentice? i didn’t have 
one. i didn’t know what i was up to for a good 
six months, no idea. i was trying what i could 
with not a lot of good results. then i met one 
of my good friends, maruyama. he was tat-
tooing for a year or so longer than i was and 
he helped me out with the basics and put me 
on the right track. my other friend Christian 
arae gave me a lot of advice too. So i didn’t 

have a formal apprenticeship but i had people 
to watch and learn from when i could.

Do you have any special training? no.

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memories? 
i haven’t done many. i worked in Sydney, new 
Zealand—auckland and new Plymouth—and 
twice at good moments tattoo meeting in São 
Paulo, brazil. i have never won any awards; i 
just find it good to meet and make new friends.

How do you describe your style? i do a 
lot of Japanese-influenced stuff. it’s not very 
traditional—i just try to do what’s going to look 
best on the spot and what’s going to give it a 
good flow and balance.

What inspires you as an artist? looking at 
people who are always progressing and doing 
new things. every once in a while i’ll look at 
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something and go like, “What’s up with this?!” 
and can’t get over how good it is. that’s what 
makes me want to do better, not in a competing 
way. it’s just inspiring to see mind-blowing stuff.

What sets you apart from other artists? 
i’m not sure. maybe that i lived in three dif-
ferent countries and my style has probably 
been influenced by all three. i guess we are 
all different, but i can’t really tell what sets me 
apart from other artists.

What other mediums do you work in? i 
do a little bit of watercolor and acrylic, not as 
much as i would like to. i’m always drawing 
for clients so it’s hard to squeeze painting 
time in. i’m always telling myself to do it but 
i’m waiting for the magic moment.

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? i do a lot of drinking beer and fishing. 
Other than that i don’t do too much other 
than tattooing or drawing for it.

What tattoo artists do you admire most? 
i admire a lot of people but really like mauricio 
teodoro’s stuff. grime is amazing. there are 
too many good ones.

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i like doing tattoos that the client 
and i are both excited about, so we both can 
be happy at the end; it’s good for both. i pre-
fer doing Japanese stuff but i like doing other 
styles as well.

Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? make sure you 
are happy with what the tattooist you chose 
does. if you are not sure, look for someone 
that you are happy with; don’t waste their 
time and yours.

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? a bunch of 
grazing animals under a tree on a hot day on 
my workmate nick. 
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Mat
skinny 
bagwell
ACE Custom Tattoos
1312 Thomas Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28205
704-342-3661

What year did you start tattooing? 2005.
 
How did you get into tattooing? i began 
working as a shop helper at a local studio 
after quitting a job that i hated. after working 
there for a while i began to assist the owner 
with security and setting up his two conven-
tions along with the shop duties. eventually, 
i was offered an apprenticeship through the 
owner and one of my best friends, little John 
bury—RiP—and Jason Spainhour. the appren-
ticeship lasted about a year and was both one 
of the most rewarding and frustrating experi-
ences of my life. i learned a lot about making 
needles, setting up work stations, sanitary 
practices, etc. however, i feel like the actual 
tattooing and art aspects i learned more from 
observation and seeking influence on my own.
 
Where did you apprentice? little John’s tat-
too, greensboro, nC.
 
Do you have any special training? the only 
art training i have is from middle school and 

high school art classes. i was lucky enough to 
have had a great art teacher in middle school 
named michael boudreault who really helped 
and encouraged me to pursue art.

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memories? 
ink-n-iron, long beach Ca; new Zealand 
tattoo festival, new Plymouth, nZ; hell City, 
Phoenix; Philadelphia Convention; asheville 
tattoo Convention, asheville, nC; Cigar City, 
tampa, fl; little John’s tattoo Convention, 
greensboro, nC; Cape fear arts expo, Wilm-
ington, nC; and Richmond tattoo Convention, 
Richmond, Va. i have won several awards for 
best black-and-gray, and tattoo of the day 
awards. Conventions have really been essen-
tial for me to further my career and to become 
motivated as an artist, and to push myself 
when i see the intimidating level of tattooing 
going on around me. 

How do you describe your style? eclectic. 
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i try to draw so much influence from every pos-
sible direction. i do more black-and-gray than 
anything, but i want to feel just as proficient in 
other styles as well. i enjoy doing traditional, 
Japanese, and writing. i often struggle to define 
a style for myself because i’m constantly evolv-
ing and pushing things in new directions. i 
strongly believe that one style helps another 
and you can apply so many of the same ele-
ments you learn in one style of tattooing to 
another, whether it be composition, shading, 
color theory, or many other elements.

What inspires you as an artist? as an artist 
i feel inspired by the most random conglom-
eration of subject matter. One day it may be a 
t-shirt design, and the next, a tree in my yard. 
i definitely am inspired by other artists as well, 
not only by their work, but by their work ethic 
and process by which they have achieved 
great works of art. i have had the opportunity 
to work with Chris Stuart, Rodney Raines, and 
mike Rubendall over the last few years, and 
watching what these artists achieve on a daily 

basis is mind-blowing to me. i really strive to 
achieve that same level of work ethic and drive 
that i see in these guys, as well as their ability 
to balance their multifaceted lives.

What sets you apart from other artists? 
i believe that having a broad style and good 
interaction with my clients is what might set 
me apart from some others. there are so many 
great artists in each category or genre of tat-
tooing that do amazing work; i just strive to do 
my best at each one. 

What other mediums do you work in? 
Watercolor, markers, pencil/charcoal, and a 
little bit of oil painting.

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? i don’t feel that i have branched out too 
far artistically; i tend to stick to tattoo-related 
artwork. 
  
What tattoo artists do you admire 
most? mike Rubendall, tim hendricks, grez, 

Robert Pho, Chuey Quintanar, Chente Rios, 
adam barton. i really admire these artists for 
numerous reasons. 

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i love doing religious imagery, 
portraits and statues in black-and-gray. i look 
forward, however, to doing some more Japa-
nese and traditional tattoos as well. i really 
enjoy the variety.
 
Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? i would suggest 
carefully researching artists’ work and then 
consulting with them to make sure you feel 
comfortable with them and they will be able to 
achieve your desired results. also, be open to 
suggestions regarding your design and layout. 

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done yet 
that you are dying to do? anything in the 
realm of black-and-gray, Japanese, or traditional 
i enjoy. i am always open to new projects that 
will push me in new directions. 
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taMara
lee
Tamaralee89@gmail.com

Black Garden Tattoo
183 Drury Lane
WC2B 5QF – London

What year did you start tattooing? 2010.

How did you get into tattooing? i have 
always had a keen interest in tattoos. i 
remember going with my parents as a kid to 
watch them get tattooed, probably at around 
the age of 6. i then start working at Self Sac-
rifice when i was 18.

Where did you apprentice? i didn’t have 
an apprenticeship as such. i started flyer-
ing and then became a manager for Self 
Sacrifice. i drew a lot while i was there and 
paid attention to everyone tattooing. i asked 
a lot of questions. my boss, Cesar mesquita, 
encouraged my drawing, then one day said 
to me that if i really want to tattoo i had to 
put gloves on right there and then and pick 
up a machine. i had to color in an area of 
solid black. i remember it being one of the 
scariest moments. Over time the fear has 
gone, but that memory always stays in my 
head. Since that time i haven’t looked back. 
i continued drawing and practiced tattooing 

on friends. i became professional at black 
garden tattoo.

Do you have any special training? i 
wouldn’t say that i had any special training 
other than what all the great people i work 
with have taught me or the short time i spent 
at art college. 

What conventions have you worked at? 
What are some of your best convention 
memories? i worked my first convention 
this year, 2013; i worked the brighton tattoo 
Convention in february. the best memories 
i have of the convention are all the great 
people i met over the weekend. i made a 
lot of great new friends and tattooed some 
really amazing people. i also had the honor 
of tattooing while being surrounded by many 
tattooists i admire.

How do you describe your style? i would 
describe my style as dot work, a combination 
of floral and geometric symmetry.
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What inspires you as an artist? i get 
inspiration from many places. everywhere 
from indian art to looking at patterns on 
architecture. even the most normal things 
can spark an idea. i have been known to take 
photos of interesting gates, fences, even 
a drain cover! i recently bought a book on 
repeating patterns from 1100 through the 
1800s, which is great. no matter where you 
look you can find something to inspire you!

What other mediums do you work in? i 
occasionally paint in acrylic or fine line pens, 
but generally i just use pencil on paper or 
work using illustrator.

Have you branched out from tattooing? 
not yet, but i have plans for the future.

What tattooists do you admire? this 
could turn into a very long answer. i would 
say that the first person who brought my 

attention to the dot work style was kenji 
alucky, from Japan. after that i met Xed 
lehead from divine Canvas; he has been a 
great inspiration and has helped me grow a 
lot as a person and artist. thomas hooper, 
who i have had the honor of meeting and 
getting tattooed by—his work is his own 
personal style and stands out a lot from 
other artists’ work. then there is gerhard 
Wiesbeck from time travelling tattoo, who 
has become a good friend of mine after 
doing my back piece for me. his work is so 
clean and bold and it’s always a pleasure to 
see him and watch him work. then there is 
Jondix, alvaro flores, nazareno, and anna 
day. but the people who i admire the most 
are the guys who i work with or have worked 
with in the past. Cesar mesquita, Rodrigo 
Souto, tutti Serra, Joao bosco, alejo barros 
lombardi, and i can’t forget Crispy lennox. 
Without the support and push they’ve given 
me, i wouldn’t be here today.

What kind of tattoos do you look for-
ward to doing? i look forward to doing big-
ger pieces and experimenting with different 
geometry.

Before someone gets tattooed what 
advice do you give them? Whether they’re 
looking to get tattooed by me or someone 
else, i would always advise them to choose 
the artist by their portfolio. always choose 
the right art for the piece you want. it 
shouldn’t matter about a long wait or even 
travelling because, at the end of the day, the 
tattoo will be on them for life.

Is there a tattoo you haven’t done yet 
that you are dying to do? i have started 
creating more organic mandalas made of 
circles and ovals. i have also been making 
more lace- and henna-inspired pieces, which 
i would love to tattoo. i would love even more 
to do a big piece based on my new ideas!
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steve
wiMMer
stevewimmer.com

Infamous Tattoo
26 West Main Street
Middletown, DE 19709
(302) 376-7880

What year did you start tattooing? i did 
my first tattoo around the summer of 2006. i 
redid some tribal eagle wings on a friend of 
mine’s back. for that first year, though, i pretty 
much tattooed part-time and eased my way 
into doing it every day.

How did you get into tattooing? a friend 
of a friend was a tattoo artist around my area. 
When i first met him we talked for a bit about 
art and i showed him some of my sketchbooks 
and old artwork. he then extended the offer to 
apprentice me if i’d be interested. i took him 
up on the offer almost immediately. 

Where did you apprentice? i apprenticed 
with him at a shop in dover, de. Since i paid 
for the apprenticeship and wasn’t making 
money off of tattooing, i had to keep my res-
taurant job five days a week and was in the 
tattoo shop for the two days i had off. i did 
this for about three months or so until the guy 
i apprenticed under quit that shop and i went 
out on my own. 

Do you have any special training? i have an 
associate’s degree in graphic design. after the 
two years there, i wasn’t thrilled about doing 
that as a career. So i worked at a restaurant 
for a little while as i debated going back to 
school for something else. that’s when i 
began my apprenticeship. graphic design 
has helped me when it comes to laying out 
designs for big pieces and arranging refer-
ences with programs like Photoshop. 

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memories? 
i’ve done conventions all over the world, from 
london to California. Some of my favorites are 
london, ink-n-iron in long beach, Paradise 
tattoo gathering, and best of the midwest. 
my first year or two of tattooing i used to 
enter a lot of pieces in nearby conventions 
like Philly and baltimore; i did win a bunch 
of awards there. but honestly, i haven’t really 
entered anything in a while. Some of my best 
memories were probably some of my first trips 
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to london, Vegas, and California. the first 
couple of years i only did conventions in the 
nearby area, but then i started branching out 
further and further. i’m truly lucky to have a 
career where i can pack up my equipment and 
travel to different areas around the globe, and 
make money while doing it. 

How do you describe your style? i would 
say mainly realism, in color or black-and-gray. 
a lot of the stuff i do is stylized in a way but 
not enough to lose the realistic look. i really like 
doing stylized custom designs where i’m able 
to draw up stuff with a lot of artistic freedom. 

What inspires you as an artist? Probably 
just seeing amazing artwork. as humbling and 
frustrating as it is to see something that is better 
than you could do, all it makes me do is want 
to get good enough to be able to do it. When i 
started tattooing i studied the work of the best 
tattoo artists out there, and still do, and set my 
goals to be at their level rather than to try to be 
the best guy in the area. 

What sets you apart from other artists? 
that’s a hard question to answer. i feel as artists 
we’re a combination of our influences and, like 
a lot of artists, i’m very critical of my own work. 
if i had to answer i would say i feel like i can 
do a wide variety of styles. not that i’m the only 
one who can do that in this industry, but i guess 
that’s something that is a strong point of mine. 

What other mediums do you work in? 
mostly just tattooing. as i got busier through 
the years i neglected all other mediums. i only 
recently have started trying to get back into 
painting and drawing. i think it helps your cre-
ativity to mess around with different mediums. 

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? i really haven’t yet; i’ve just been focused 
on tattooing pretty hard the past couple years. 

What tattoo artists do you admire most? 
another hard question to answer, mainly 
because there are so many styles that i like as 
well. to name a few: Shane O’neill, bob tyrrell, 

nikko hurtado, alex de Pase, dmitriy Samohin, 
nick baxter, Jeff gogue. 

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i really like doing realism, and will 
always continue to do it. having said that, i 
would like to branch out a bit from that style 
and start doing more custom work where i’m 
drawing it all up out of my head and develop a 
more signature look. 

Before someone gets a tattoo what advice 
do you give them? Just to do your research; 
make sure the person doing it is competent in 
that style. get an idea in your head of what you 
want, but be open-minded and willing to bend a 
bit so that it can be the best tattoo possible. 

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? i’ve yet to do a 
collaboration; i actually have a couple of them 
in the works in the future, just have yet to start 
one. i’m looking forward to the process and 
anxious to see the result.
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yokohaMa 
horiken
horitaka.com

State of Grace Tattoo
221 Jackson
San Jose, CA 95112
(408) 441-7770

What year did you start tattooing? 1995.

How did you get into tattooing? i was 
getting tattooed by Jun matsui in 1994 and 
was very interested in becoming a tattooer. i 
decided to teach myself and began the next 
year.

Where did you apprentice? i am self-
taught, but i was an apprentice of horiyoshi 
iii for one year.

Do you have any special training? i am a 
graduate of tama art College and was also 
very into art history. i am also well versed in 
tebori, Japanese hand tattooing—i guess you 
could call that “special training.”

What conventions have you worked 
at? Have you won any awards? What 
are some of your best convention 
memories? i have worked at long beach 

ink-n-iron, San Jose, SfO, thailand, and 
Paris 2013. the first San Jose convention 
was really fun for me as it was my first inter-
national show.

How do you describe your style? this is 
a difficult one. i guess i would describe my 
style as “modern traditional Japanese.” i think 
my techniques and shading are a bit modern 
but the soul of it is very traditional Japanese.

What inspires you as an artist? Japanese 
anime, temples and shrines, carvings—there 
are so many things that inspire me.

What sets you apart from other artists? 
here in america, i am Japanese and i do 
practice hand tattooing, so i think that sets 
me apart. i guess i’ve never really thought 
about that.

What other mediums do you work in? 
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in addition to tattooing, i like to work with 
acrylics and sometimes airbrush. i also like 
to build tattoo machines and have built 
machines from scratch. this is something i 
am working hard to develop.

How have you branched out from tat-
tooing? i will be participating in a museum 
show at the Japanese american national 
museum, Janm, and i am writing an essay 
on the history of Japanese tattooing for the 
catalog.

What tattoo artists do you admire 
most? my favorite tattooers are horitaka, 
horitomo, Shige, miyazo, Chris brand, and 
Junko Shimada.

What kind of tattoos do you look for-
ward to doing? i really enjoy tattooing and 
drawing koi, and as far as style goes, sleeves 
and back pieces are my favorite.

Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? i don’t have 

special advice; we usually work everything 
out during the consultation.

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? i would 
really like to tattoo kumonryu. What i mean 
by that is i would like to tattoo a client as 
kumonryu with nine dragons, rather than the 
image of kumonryu on the client—which i 
have done. i would love to do a munewari 
nine-dragon bodysuit on someone.
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phil
szlosek
philipszlosek.com

Kings Ave Tattoo 
188 Bowery St, Floor 2
New York, NY 10012 
212-431-5464

What year did you start tattooing? 
2007ish. 
 
How did you get into tattooing? getting 
into tattooing was a bit rough for me. i was 
living in fort lauderdale, fl, at the time and 
would take my drawings into tattoo shops in 
the area. after a few months of being laughed 
at and ridiculed, i was getting tattooed at a 
convention by dave Cavalcante, who was 
working at inksmith and Rogers at the time; i 
told him i was looking for an apprenticeship 
and he gave me the “you and everyone else,” 
which was, rightfully so, the exact answer i 
needed. So after dave got done tattooing 
me, i got up and walked over to the booth of 
a shop where i had tried five times the previ-
ous week to get an apprenticeship. i guess 
persistence paid off in my case because 
the owner finally caved and told me i could 
apprentice there, but made it very clear, “it’s 

not going to be a fucking easy one.” i was 
just excited i actually got in. 
Where did you apprentice? i started a 
grueling apprenticeship at bulldog tattoo in 
fort lauderdale. the owner, erik, was lou 
Sciberras’s last apprentice at tattoos by lou 
in miami. during my apprenticeship, i worked 
with an asphalt crew from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. to 
pay rent and bills. after i got off work i would 
head to the shop from 6 p.m. to 3 a.m. for my 
apprenticeship. the shop was on the beach, 
so hours were crazy and clients even crazier. 
it was there i met Scott milyanovich and 
frank lee—RiP—who started me out with 
my apprenticeship. i later moved to babylon 
tattoo and worked for novi filipovich, who 
was originally from new York City but who 
had been in the south florida area tattooing 
for a while. 
 
Do you have any special training? i’d be 
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willing to say that my apprenticeship might 
have qualified me as “specially trained.” it 
was a proper apprenticeship, and not really 
glamorous at all, but i feel like it did me well. 
 
What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memo-
ries? i’ve worked at quite a few conventions, 
from Philly to austin, l.a. to milan being the 
most memorable. i think my fondest memo-
ries might have been with my good friends 
mike Woods and Jesse gordon of inksmith 
and Rogers, and when we did the austin, 
tX, convention a couple years back. it had 
been my first time in austin and was nothing 
short of … weird. all i have to say is, if you’re 
ever in austin and need a limo, look up a guy 
named Rattlesnake.
 
How do you describe your style? i think 
i’d have to describe my style as american 
traditional–based for sure. i was, and still am, 
heavily influenced by the strong american 
styles of Paul Rogers, Sailor Jerry, Rollo, and 
don ed hardy. 

What inspires you as an artist? my inspi-
rations come from many different areas, rang-
ing from other tattooers, history, and tattoo 
history. i’ve been able to gain inspiration by 
everyday life and what’s going on around me. 
 
What sets you apart from other artists? 
i think what sets me apart is that i try not 
to pigeonhole myself to one style. i like to 
think of myself as versatile. Whether it is a 
traditional tattoo, script, or black-and-gray, 
i’m going to give it my all. i’m not really one 
to pick and choose tattoos. as long as the 
idea the customer wants is going to hold up 
and translate well as a tattoo and i feel i’m 
capable, i will tattoo it. 
 
What other mediums do you work in? i try 
to watercolor all the time but get more paint 
on me and the walls than the actual paper 
itself. i usually just end up throwing every-
thing i paint into the trash. i really just love 
to draw and really enjoy working in colored 
pencil. 
 
How have you branched out from tattoo-

ing? eat, sleep, tattoo, repeat … 

What tattoo artists do you admire most? 
i have been lucky enough to work alongside 
some of the tattooers i admire most in the 
world. they range from mike Wilson, Chris 
garver, mike bruce, grez, mike Rubendall, 
and Chris O’donnell. When i started tat-
tooing i would have never dreamed i’d get 
a chance to work with, or even meet, these 
guys.
 
What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i really look forward to doing 
american traditional tattoos. i think they are 
classic and will never really go out of style. 
i enjoy when a customer brings me their 
ideas and gives me a bit of room to work and 
elaborate. i think it creates a perfect situation 
for a beautiful tattoo. 
 
Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? i usually make 
sure they are calm and rested and happy with 
the design they are getting tattooed. 
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jun 
cha
juncha.net

Los Angeles, California
tattoo@juncha.net

What year did you start tattooing? i started 
tattooing around 16. i grew up always drawing, 
which really helped me transition into tattooing.

How did you get into tattooing? i spent the 
first year or so running around l.a. tattooing by 
trial and error and doing what i could to gain 
a basic understanding. i eventually was intro-
duced to baby Ray in hollywood, who became 
a big influence in learning the true culture of 
tattooing. around the same time i met with Jose 
lopez, who also shared his insight with me and 
expanded my world and understanding. 

Where did you apprentice? i never really offi-
cially “apprenticed” because i was tattooing by 
the time i met Ray and Jose. 

Do you have any special training? after i 
started tattooing, i decided to go to art Center 
in Pasadena for design and fine art. this was 

one of the best decisions i’ve made because 
it pushed me to the next level and gave me an 
understanding of the world beyond tattooing. 
aside from learning new technical skills, the big-
gest impact it had was shaping the way i think 
about art as a whole.

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are some 
of your best convention memories? i spent 
several years traveling with Jose and lowrider 
tattoo domestically. along the way, i gradually 
began to grow and gain some recognition. it 
was when we started working conventions over-
seas in europe that everything changed for me. 
my biggest memories were actually outside of 
the conventions; seeing the old masterpieces in 
life for the first time changed my life.

How do you describe your style? With l.a. 
as my home, the majority of the work you see is 
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black-and-gray, and my transition into the genre 
was natural. the more i worked, the more i knew 
that black-and-gray was my medium.

What inspires you as an artist? everything. 
inspiration is one of the few things in a creative 
process that’s pure, unconditioned, and natural. 
inspiration can exist from a piece of art or when 
you’re walking down the street. Perfection is all 
around us, and being able to recognize it when 
it presents itself is where i need to be in order 
to absorb it. my obsession with history and how 
it bridges and connects to modern life always 
bleeds into what i’m drawn to with other media. 
So lately i’ve been paying closer attention to 
some of the unspoken modern masters like ger-
hard Richter, lucian freud, francis bacon, igor 
mitoraj, and many of the postwar-generation 
artists that have bridged classical and contem-
porary art together in a unique way.

What sets you apart from other artists?
Right now i’m obsessed with process. i work to 
study and develop the creative process, and as 
a result i’ve developed a certain touch over time. 
but my priority is simply creating the best that 
i can, not necessarily to showcase style. and 
there are many times where i have to do that 
from scratch, so my approach is based on adap-
tivity. i think over time my effort in applying differ-
ent focuses, from tattooing, design, fine art, film, 
and photography will mold as one and become 
a perspective. and in the long term, i think this is 
where many will notice the separation.

What other mediums do you work in?
i’m still in the early building stages for work in 
fine art and design. these two i’ve been explor-

ing the most, and my energy at the moment is 
around studying and building that foundation. 
there’s so much in these fields that is possible, 
so i’m excited to move deeper into developing 
these things in the future.

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? in the past, collaborations with brands and 
working with designers and companies that are 
removed from the world of tattoos has helped 
me branch out into things like design, branding, 
and creative directing work. taste is the start-
ing point, and the end product—whatever the 
case may be, it’s only the surface of what really 
defines a concept like “quality.” When you’re 
working with architects, industrial designers, 
fashion designers, programmers, and so on—
especially with those that are much smarter 
than you—the stakes are higher. the standards 
have to rise tenfold and everything has to be 
considered, even to the smallest detail. and the 
goals have to go beyond a product and into 
creating unique experiences that actually have a 
meaning and purpose beyond profit. 

What tattoo artists do you admire most?
in my earlier days going to conventions, i 
always loved and still look up to people like 
Carlos torres, Steve Soto, Chuey Quintanar, 
nikko hurtado, bob tyrrell, and the like for 
their consistency over the long years. many 
people don’t realize that artists like these have 
been doing great work long before instagram, 
facebook, and social media, and to see them 
still excel at what they’ve always been doing is 
amazing. i also love the legends like horiyoshi 
iii, Shige, and the like for their careers and 
legacy of work they have accomplished. Plac-

ing their craft as the primary focus in life is 
something everyone talks about doing, but only 
a few follow through to the end. and of course, 
baby Ray and Jose lopez. 

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? there are a few projects i’m work-
ing on where we start to combine the classic 
references with modern references. Joining the 
two has been a task in itself, and the more i 
work on pieces that include these themes, the 
more challenges come up and the more i look 
forward to doing them.

Before someone gets a tattoo what advice 
do you give them? i always guide clients into 
focusing on the story and meaning behind a 
tattoo, rather than get lost in the visuals. most of 
the time people’s visions can be completely off 
because they aren’t trained to take into account 
all the other factors like skin, placement, image 
quality, etc. as a result, people won’t know 
what they want until you show them, so what 
you present as a tattoo artist has to be the best 
possible solution to their original idea. the more 
clear and invested the clients are about what’s 
behind that idea, the more information i have 
to use to build off of and collaborate on visuals 
that lead to a strong piece.

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? i’d love to 
work with clients who have goals for a full 
suit. taking on the workload, planning, prep-
ping, and working to achieve something to 
that scale is something i would love to take 
on. and finding that special individual is 
where it all starts.
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What year did you start tattooing? i 
started tattooing in 1999.

How did you get into tattooing? i always 
liked creating artwork and had been draw-
ing since i was young.  after graduating high 
school, i was at a loss in what career path to 
pursue. i was working in the food industry at 
the time, but felt that there was something 
more enjoyable for me to be doing. i began 
looking into the possibility of going to art 
school or finding an artistic job.  during my 
search, a friend had asked me to draw a tat-
too for them. at that moment, it was like a light 
went off. “Yeah! tattoos are rad!”  deciding 
that an apprenticeship was the right way to 
get into tattooing, i started seeking out some-
one in the industry who was willing to give me 
a chance. 

Where did you apprentice? i apprenticed at 
tribal Rites in fort Collins, Colorado under my 

dear friend and mentor John Surprenant. John 
lives art. he makes tattoos but that only begins 
to scratch the surface.  he makes art out of 
everything: cars, houses, leather, metal, paper.

Do you have any special training? nope, 
but now that you’ve asked i realize that i might 
need to get some. 

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memories?  
i haven’t really worked a lot of conventions. i 
like to do a few here and there.  Conventions 
have been a great way for me to learn new 
things and meet some incredibly talented indi-
viduals. i’ve worked the Seattle tattoo expo a 
couple of times. last year, i was stoked to be 
a part of the Paradise festival in keystone. i 
really enjoyed the learning environment of that 
convention.  i met Shawn hebrank at Paradise 
and he invited me to share a booth with him 

curtis 
burgess
tribalrites@gmail.com

Tribal Rites Tattoo & Piercing
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Fort Collins, Colorado 80524
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at the evian tattoo Convention a few months 
later. it made for some great memories!  We 
had literally met for five minutes before jump-
ing on a plane and traveling halfway around 
the world together!

How do you describe your style? i never 
know how to answer this question. i feel as if i 
do not have a specific style.  i like to think that 
my tattoos have an illustrative quality to them. 
i tend to take realistic subjects and add little 
quirks to them.

What inspires you as an artist? my family 
and friends have been the biggest inspiration 
in my tattoos and art. their own joys and hard-
ships, their constant support, and their advice 
have all helped me.  my co-workers, ben mer-
rell and erick erickson inspire me with their 
artwork on a daily basis. the creative energy 
that fills the shop makes me want to make bet-
ter art as well as be a better person in life. 

What sets you apart from other artists? 
nothing, we are all in this together. 

What other mediums do you work in?  i 
feel most comfortable with watercolor. as of 
lately, though, i find myself using oil paints 
more and more. i’ve worked with charcoal 
and chalk pastel and recently did a few velvet 
paintings. With each medium it seems like 
there is so much to learn. i try to take the 
concepts i learn with each medium and apply 
them to my tattoos. 

How have you branched out from tattoo-
ing? i’ve done a few pieces for art shows 
here and there. i’ve realized that it takes a lot 
of preparation to do a solo show. it’s tricky 
trying to find a balance of family, tattoos and 
painting. 

What kind of tattoos do you look forward 
to doing? i enjoy working on tattoos where 

people give me an idea of what they want 
and are willing to give me artistic freedom to 
distort the reality of things. i find making tat-
toos of animals is a fun way to implement this. 
Skull tattoos seem to never get old for me.  i 
also enjoy any sort of hodgepodge mash up or 
imaginative creature. 

Before someone gets a tattoo what advice 
do you give them?  if you add too many ele-
ments to a tattoo, it can be hard to make the 
tattoo read well. Sometimes less is more. if you 
have a lot of things that you want to be incorpo-
rated into the tattoo, be open minded to narrow-
ing it down to what will not only fit in the allowed 
space, but also what will visually flow better. 

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done yet 
that you are dying to do? Right now i have a 
few ideas about a technical approach to making 
a tattoo but just haven’t had the right piece to 
try it on yet.
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What year did you start tattooing? 
this is always a tough question to answer. 
i did my first tattoo when i was 11 years 
old—1990—and tattooed a few of my class-
mates when i was 13. all with a hand-poke 
device i made from a technical drawing pen 
i found in my dad’s drawer. i didn’t do any-
thing in that direction for a long time because 
i scared myself a little bit with the amount of 
pain i caused these kids and lost interest for 
a while. i dabbled a little more when i was 
around 18 and got my first proper tattoos 
in studios. i did a little here and there with 
borrowed machines and supplies for a few 
times, but really started at 24 when i realized 
that i burned all the bridges i never really 
built and had nothing left but a dream to fol-
low, as cheesy as that sounds.

How did you get into tattooing? i was 
pretty depressed and stranded after try-
ing to work in many different fields that i 
couldn’t really fool myself into believing that 
i could hold down until i die. i am an ideal-
ist so i can’t accept authority, and i am a 

strong case of add, so the boredom of 
repetitive work makes me consume myself. 
i was always socially weird. Since these are 
hallmarks that say scientist or artist, i had to 
choose an artistic job as i lacked the degrees 
for anything “real.” i was always intrigued by 
tattooing so it was really the only and best 
thing left to do. and i guess the pressure of 
it being my last bet to do something i like 
helped me to not fuck that up too. i basically 
made a little folio of tattooable drawings and 
showed them to a few people who could 
help me out—and they did.

Where did you apprentice? i didn’t really.

Do you have any special training? no.

What conventions have you worked at? 
Have you won any awards? What are 
some of your best convention memo-
ries? i have worked a few times in amster-
dam, milano, and london. hell City twice and 
the Paradise tattoo gathering once. i always 
enjoyed talking to people and mingling but 
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i never liked working in conventions. So i 
pretty much stopped doing them completely 
and only visit to keep others from work. i 
never won anything. i am in no way competi-
tive, nor do i see this as a competition. that 
would make it less interesting to me. the 
best times i had were always on my trips to 
the States. the Paradise tattoo gathering 
comes to mind first. i met a lot of cool people 
there and it was altogether a great event. it 
seems that my general aversion to alcohol 
makes partying less awkward in the united 
States than it is in europe, where it seems to 
be a requirement.

How do you describe your style? it’s 
science-fiction or nature-based themes that i 
design in a way that complements human 
anatomy. i guess biomech is a common 
denominator for this kind of thing. 

What inspires you as an artist? any-
thing that’s visually striking, and anything i 
don’t understand right away. anything that 
makes me think has an influence on how i 

do things. i love to learn new things. i love 
the uncomfortable feeling of being wrong 
and discarding invalid beliefs. i like complex-
ity and the thought process that goes into 
avoiding it. i like overthinking things in order 
to make them simpler.

What sets you apart from other artists?
i really like to take my time with a piece. i 
make a full-color digital study for almost 
every piece i do. i generally don’t do pieces 
that don’t compel me or satisfy me. i find it 
important to satisfy my hunger for new stuff 
and to try to keep moving the goalpost with 
every piece i start. i hope i can keep this up 
for a long while. So far, so good.

What other mediums do you work in? 
Only digital. it’s the only medium i know so 
far that allows me to work as fast as i want to 
think at the moment.

What tattoo artists do you admire 
most? those who keep a good attitude 
toward their clientele and work habits even 

though they get enough attention to spoil any 
normal ego. anybody who doesn’t ever take 
the admiration and attention of others for 
granted or as an excuse to start slacking is a 
hero in my book. 

What kind of tattoos do you look for-
ward to doing? i am really happy with the 
pieces i have lined up for this year. i wouldn’t 
know what to ask for at the moment.
 
Before someone gets a tattoo what 
advice do you give them? the best advice 
i can give anybody is patience and prepara-
tion. i need to feel that my client is as serious 
about this as i am. i won’t start until all ques-
tion marks on both sides are taken care of.

Is there a tattoo that you haven’t done 
yet that you are dying to do? i almost 
never have to think about it that way. good 
stuff normally happens on the drawing table. 
Surprises keep this fresh and interesting for 
me, and that’s probably why i like to work in 
such an abstract genre.
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the 18th AnnuAl Motor city tAttoo expo
the 18th annual motor City tattoo expo made quite a statement this year by having the 
biggest turnout ever in the convention’s history. this year it went above and beyond its 
past efforts, in addition to—as ever—hosting some amazing artists and seminars. along 
with tattooers such as Ron 570, Paul acker, and tattoo ish, the event also featured the 
innovative, entertaining Vaude Villain illusion Sideshow. Who knows what next year’s expo 
will have in store for the denizens of motor City?
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photos by taadOk 69k

Musink
if you want three full days of live punk music and nonstop tattooing, then musink is the 
place for you. With performances by bad Religion, Pennywise, and Reverend horton heat 
cranking up the volume on one end of the OC fairgrounds and artists like Steve Soto, bob 
tyrrell, and Oliver Peck buzzing out some incredible art in the event center, the 6th annual 
musink tattoo Convention & music festival was an epic smash this year. and in case you 
missed it, don’t worry—the plans for next year are already in the works!
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stAtions of the cross
Vatican Studios custom tattoo studio and art gallery held its official grand opening by bringing 
together over 100 artists from across the world and from many different mediums to create the 
exhibit Stations of the Cross. each artist was asked to design a custom hand-painted wooden 
cross to be displayed and then put up for auction to benefit City of hope Children’s foundation. 
Viewers were able to take in an incredible array of crosses featuring work from tattooers like Joe 
Capobianco, mister Cartoon, and mike deVries, as well as work from photographer estevan Oriol 
and gore artist Catalyst butcher. in case you missed this one-day-only group exhibition, you can 
still check out Vatican Studios on facebook to view the crosses and bid on your favorite. 
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sAcred gAllery presents - MArk deMAio
freshly inked helped artist mark demaio launch his new solo gallery show, i Walk the line, 
at Sacred gallery nYC. guests of the opening of demaio’s inaugural solo exhibition at 
Sacred got inked up with free flash that was created to commemorate the event.

photos by JeSSiCa tOng
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Fellowship exists to promote craftsmanship while furthering the artistry of the tattoo community. 
We honor the dedication of artists before us through dedication of our own, shunning 

the role of a maker is a life, not a living. 

DRINGENBERG MACHINES BUILT WITH BLOOD, SWEAT & HEART. AVAILABLE AT FELLOWSHIPSUPPLY.COM
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